Conference Participant Survey Results

PSMC Spring Conference Dallas, Texas
Results from Spring 2006 Conference, Dallas

- 35 attendees

- Surveys Completed 13
  - First time conference participants  2
  - Participated in a subcommittee  5
  - Was it beneficial?  Yes

- Plan to attend the next conference?  11

- Recommend PSMC to others?  13
What did you enjoy the most?

• All Conference participants said conference was beneficial.
  - Excellent mix of updates on issues such as, RoHS, Tin Whiskers and FCS.
  - A variety of topics that were all extremely relevant to parts management.
  - Informative demos of Vendor Tools
Was the facility and location acceptable?

- “Kudos to the site selection committee!”
- Requests for Dallas location again.
- Many flights into Dallas.
- Hotel was excellent.
Recommendations

- Requests for more briefings on the PMRWG.
- Organize working groups around PM implementation activities.
- Post presentations on PSMC website sooner.
- Updates on RFID and UID.